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ABSTRACT

Our mind occupies a mixture of phase space. So, What’s on your mind depends on which level of phase space your consciousness is oriented towards. This mind is not your consciousness since Consciousness goes to sleep but mind is always one phase space or another. What our consciousness does or has the ability to do is to choose which phase space the mind will be oriented towards.
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I turned 54 years old in 2010. I call myself the “Goldminer” to remind myself to dig beneath the surface of people to find their true value. I spent the last 42 or 43 years searching for the connection between science and religion. To support myself I worked mostly as a manual labor in various fields but I was also a lab technician, shop owner and farmer. Ok, enough with my credentials for discussing science and mystical experience. I would like to share with you how this place works. I became, what is called a Frowning Buddha. I became a Frowning Buddha because I followed the path of my discontent with the world, to its ultimate conclusion, which is my Smiling Buddha, as you shall learn. Actually, just going there does not make one a Buddha. It was the Hibbian learning, the intentional suppression of my neuronal firing that did that. As I explain what I have seen and learned you may see how your specialty aligns with the specialties of another.

Now, let’s get right down to it:

(1) Our mind occupies a mixture of phase space;

(2) How we view the world depends on which phase spaces your consciousness is oriented towards;

(3) This mind is not your consciousness. Consciousness goes to sleep; mind is always one phase space or another; and

(4) What your consciousness does or has the ability to do is to choose which phase space the mind will be oriented towards.

There are two ways the mind can enjoy the moment. It can emit from the phase levels that the mind occupies, entangled photons, which know how to form the image or thought the mind desires. Then the mind is aware of that thought or emission by absorbing those emitted entangled photons back into the phase level that they came from, which is the phase level of your mind. The other way the mind can enjoy the moment is to reflect or give back to others, which is not the same as emitting and absorbing.

* Correspondence: Clifford White, “Goldminer.” E-mail: equilibrium@gtec.com
The healing power of consciousness lies in its ability to orient the mind from self-correlated phase space to anti-correlated phase space as I shall explain. The photon emissions from these mental phase spaces nearest the physical are self-correlated and dominated by the senses and the physical world. But these phase spaces are continuous in an entanglement sense with the other phase spaces that are anti-correlated rather than self-correlated.

The consciousness can orient the mind to these other phase spaces by shifting the intentions of the consciousness. Intention, by isolating a portion or spectrum of the holographic reference beam, (which shall be explained later) provides the common center or reference that allows quantum wavefronts to collapse. The consciousness resides in the physical brain and can learn dominance over the mind via consciously inhibiting or suppressing through Hibbian learning. When the consciousness inhibits false thoughts, false thoughts will quit firing.

The intentions of the consciousness are the key. One has to intend to not engage the mind in self correlated emission and absorption and intend to absorb truth and then reflect truth to others. This intention, no matter how small at the beginning, can lead the mind phase by phase out of self correlated phase space and into truth. Why is anti-correlated phase space true or the truth? The answer is that all truth comes from others. Everything that we are, we are because it worked rather than failed. Our successes get passed on to the next generation. Unfortunately, this re-orientation of the mind is a slow process, normally, quantum jumps only, phase by phase, rejecting the ignorance and absorbing and reflecting more truth.

Most everyone has heard of going down the tunnel to the light when experiencing Near Death. I reached a point in my mental life where I was much deeper in the tunnel than most folks, but as healthy as I ever was, as far as I knew or know. For several months I was able to explore how the mind works when it is in a near death state, without being near death in the physical.

I might add at that at age forty, I was a radical skeptic, believing little of anything. I did not believe in the afterlife. I was angry at the world I grew up in (hence the frown) and if there was a God, who else could be to blame? I could see that others possessed love but that wasn’t the phase state that my mind normally occupied. I loved me and mine. It came to the point in my search for the connection between science and religion, where I challenged God to show me his hand or my plan was to luxuriate in the excesses of my-self correlated emissions, so to speak (Do what I want).

But soon after that, something strange then began to happen inside my body. I can explain what happen but once again there is not room in this format. Suffice it to say that I was an introspective extrovert most all of my life so when I began to experience caring loving emotions towards others who were not part of me or mine, I noticed it right away.

I knew something strange was happening but I could not see a cause. This intrusion into my life was quite odd from my perspective. The cause of my concern was the Intifada. For some reason, I loved both sides, the Palestinians and the Israelis. Looking back I figure I was experiencing twice the love as an ordinary person who might be closely involved. But I was a truck driver from the Midwestern Illinois. I should not have given much thought about any of them. It did not occur to me that I was getting just what I had demanded from God, to experience love for someone other than me or mine (to see his hand or see how things worked).

What hand could God show me other than love and how could I experience love unless I intended to move from the phase spaces of my ignorance into those phase spaces that were anti-correlated to
my ignorant self-correlated emissions? I had no such intentions to love others but I did intend to find the truth about what ever the connection was between science and religion. The source of truth is the anti-correlated successes of our ancestors, the light in the tunnel.

When I confided in a friend about the angst I was experiencing, he suggested meditation. I tried it and immediately was seeing the light ‘in the tunnel’ because my mind had been driven deep into the tunnel or lower in the phase spaces of the subconscious by this new orientation. The orientation of my mind was toward loving others rather than love myself. That was not the first time I saw the light of the heavens in my head or in my mind’s eye, with my physical eyes closed. I remember back to when I was around twenty one or twenty two.

I had been separated from my wife for some time and returned and we made love and as I lay there in bed and held her in my arms I thought, what the heck is that bright light I am seeing in my head? It looked like a street light in the neighbor’s yard out the window but I was seeing it in my head. I even got out of bed and looked out the window before I figured out the spot light really was visible inside my head, not out. I tell that story because the mental state that I was in when I saw the light at age twenty two or so, was more or less, loving with all your heart and all your might, as the quotation goes. Twenty years later I found myself in a similar loving state concerning the Intifada and once again that light showed up in my head.

After a few weeks of meditation I kept seeing that light and I chose to approach the light to see if I could figure out what it really was. It started to grow larger as I came closer but then I entered a wormhole made by, I assume, the anti-correlated photons and I lost sight of the light for a long time. It took intense concentration to keep the worm hole open and I was in it for about an hour. The center of the wormhole kept shifting due to the Brownian motion of the tunnel and at times only my intuition knew how to guide myself. Any number of things can go wrong in a wormhole resulting in absorption before you get to where you wanted to go.

When I left the wormhole I accelerated to where I was passing photons like Capt Kirk on Warp speed. I could feel my cheeks shedding. I didn’t care, I knew something extraordinary was happening to me and whatever parts I was shedding, I trusted I would not need them. Emanuel Swedenborg from the 1750’s reported a similar sensation. What I believe was happening is that my mind had emitted the photons that made the wormhole so that I could get down the tunnel to the light as shall be explained right now. First of all though, I didn’t go to the light. My mind emitted entangled photons and at least one of them made it all the way to the light. Because it was entangled with my mind, it was like I was there in person seeing through the eyes of the photon my mind was entangled with. The shedding feeling was the photon giving off its excess eigenstates that would not fit or align with my destination. The stars I was passing were photons from the wormhole no longer needed.

I went until the light filled my vision screen so to speak. It was taller than wide which makes sense if you are in a tunnel. It emits a beautiful shimmering sapphire blue and white light that resembles the crystal shaped light one might place on a Christmas tree. It had angular properties but these were not stable. The closest I have found on earth is to look at a boat search light (neon) from a mile or two away and then add the beauty.

When I approached the light I had not yet seen the tunnel which is a tornado from the outside. When I did see the tunnel, the tornado, from out in the semi solid state lattice I realized that I could have maybe approached much closer and was perhaps not right at the light but only in the flow of bosons
or phonons going round the light in the tail of the tornado or tunnel. See the drawing of a phonon tornado at the link just ahead or keep reading till you get there.

I just looked and looked and studied and studied. It was the most impressive light I had or have ever seen but I was thinking if this is God then I’m not all that impressed. I figured God had to be more than just a light. Then all of a sudden there was me, smiling out, at that the me that was looking in at the light. My reaction was surprise, then I thought, I didn’t come here to meet myself, I came here to find out how consciousness works. It wasn’t a mirror because I frowned when I study, so the me, smiling out at me, was my anti-correlated self as you shall learn. I believe that as I was focused on the light, I oriented upon the portion or spectrum of the light which I had contributed too, thereby bringing myself out of the light for a face to face meeting. One thing I do know is that the Clifford looking out at me was a lot happier looking than the one looking in.

The Youtube video’s show what the light looks like to me, when my mind occupies different locations in the tunnel which is a tornado in a lattice and a picture of what the tunnel looks like from the outside. The camera or my view is not moving around. The light is. The reason the light is moving around is because the light is anti-correlated photons entrapped in the center of the tail of a quantum hall, boson or phonon, tornado which is trapped in a lattice. The tornado is stationary but the tail is wandering around in a Brownian motion due to the magnetic quantum hall flows on both sides. Insert link here:

http://www.youtube.com/user/Shamaneious#p/u/3/muYCljr9r_M

The real light is a beautiful blue white sapphire light but I could not recreate that.

The tornado is a model of the subconscious phase spaces. Don’t try to fit the model into the physical world just yet. Just learn from the model. The tornado is a quantum Hall Effect tornado. I suspect that the particles which make up the tornado are non dissipated magnetic moments that are passed from electron to electron. I call them Goldstone bosons but that may be wrong. They may be magnetic phonons so to speak. They may act as memristors, the new state of memory recently discovered between resistors and whatever.

The particles which flow in the lattice and make up the tornado appear magnetic because they follow or train each other nose to tail. I cannot draw the lattice but I will describe it to the best of my ability. Lay out, standing up in rows, a couple of hundred of those skinny little birthday candles that used to decorate your cake when you were a kid. If you have the twisted ones, that would be perfect. Put them about as close as they are tall. I do not know if they should be even across or staggered.

These candles represent the columns in the lattice. Particles like a river of smoke flow to my left across the bottom of the lattice. They are magnetic but there are pockets of heavier concentration within the flow. These flows appear thick, at least ten or more deep. All kind of swirling and curling as the magnetic attractions between them shift. A portion continually rise, single file, nose to tail and corkscrew up around the columns before reversing flow at the top. Millions flow on while a very limited number flow up. I suspect that the lattice may be the five layers of cells in the back of our eyes and that the photons released by these tornado’s is what is actually sent from the eyes to the rest of the brain.

I could see four whole particles at one time corkscrewing up the columns and I estimate that each column holds no more than 20 to 24 particles at one time, the others being located on the sides and
back of the columns where I could not see them. The columns look and act like a barber’s pole. The distance between rows of columns isn’t much more than the height of the columns. This is important because if you knew the wavelength of the particles we were dealing with, you could determine the height of the lattice and then calculate the forces involved. If this is a subspace lattice then it might tell us something about time reversal because once those particles leave the columns and join the reverse river of flowing particles to the right at the top of the lattice, I saw a single string of particles, nose to tail being pulled (magnetically attracted chain) into the top of a gigantic level five tornado as shown in the picture on the Youtube Video:

http://www.youtube.com/user/Shamaneious#p/u/0/69WeqyYA60U

Now there was no way that big ole tornado fit in that little bitty lattice, but it was in there. The spatiality of the tornado is larger than the spatiality of the lattice that contains it. That tells me two possibilities. We know that entrapped electrons can move through a lattice and give off energy to the lattice or the lattice can flow past an entrapped electron and possibly excite it. This model is similar in that respect. The body and brain both use entrapped electrons like that and I suspect the subconscious is a similar feature but on a boson or phonon scale. However, if electrons pass magnetic moments around by the hundred thousands like that, I ask what is the difference between an entrapped or caged electron and one made of magnetic moments like I was shown? None that I see. Therefore, the subconscious may reside in what science currently believes are caged electrons.

This tornado wasn’t moving through the lattice so I think the lattice affects the tornado. That was my intuition as well when viewing.

As to time reversal, once a particle entered the tornado, there are several things that can happen to them but none of them included getting out intact, that I could see. The tornado floated in the lattice space, not touching any part except the feed stream. That is why it is a zero resistance realm. When the particle enters the tornado, “now you know it” as Giuseppe Vitiello has said. I believe the particles or bosons carry the eigenstate of the information from the physical that created them. Once that information enters the tornado it enters a zero energy realm due to the tornado’s location within the lattice flow. There is no resistance to emitting what-ever entangled thought you want to and reabsorbing it back as a state of consciousness.

Ok, so now we know it. The particle or information enters our subconscious tornado. The smaller tornados embedded in the larger tornado, as the Youtube picture shows, represents to me, the phase space of our senses in some way. The particles in these smaller vortices eventually dissipated out the bottom and back into the vacuum of the quantum hall. That represented to me information that is not remembered. Any particle (phase space) that becomes unattached to another particle in that environment melted into the vacuum and disappeared. People who cannot remember fifteen minutes may have all their information being attracted into these smaller vortices.

The particles (magnetic moments or magnetic phonons) drawn into the tornado can interact with all the other phases for a while as they go around the main tornado. These are the phase levels of our mind. Like phase will attract like phase so where the information eventually ends up depends on what information is being carried. Apples get stored near apple pie. I estimated that there was a power of ten operating between the smaller embedded vortices and the size of the large tornado. If the smaller vortices as portrayed held ten thousand particles or bosons, then the large tornado held one hundred thousand bosons or phonons.
A particle might work its way deep down over time (thirty days to really set a memory) in the main tornado or it might be attracted into what has to be identified as local attractors, as represented by the smaller tornado’s or vortices or the phase space of the senses. Consider when the senses blend in some people. Sensethesia? All one has to do to the model is increase the size of the smaller vortices until they over lap themselves and you have it. The overlapping of phase spaces blends the senses so that a banana could taste red or something like that. All kinds of mental states can be diagnosed from altering the shape of the tornado caused by the inability of the consciousness to selectively amplify the desired phase. As a model of the subconscious this shows us how the brain is sampling different senses on the same phase level and many other hierarchies of similar phase levels right nearby or above and below and all incorporated into the subconscious state (and or undirected conscious state) of the tornado which represents a phase space model.

Now imagine for a moment the tornado as viewed, represents our subconscious today. What would the tornado look like as life developed? It would have been much smaller and held much less information. Now consider what happens to our model of the phase spaces of the subconscious mind as we add to it over millions of years of evolution. It gets fatter and fatter and taller and taller (in the lattice) and then it gets big enough to start growing smaller tornado’s or vortices embedded in it (so the senses develop) and eventually it even grows a kink in the tail as the spatiality of the tornado of subconscious phase space grows and grows inside the confines of the lattice.

How do we then pass on the subconscious from generation to generation? I imagine that we are born with subconscious phase spaces and then add to them the information we retain. But this needs much discussion how the anti-correlated phase spaces may be non-locally connected. I suspect that the anti correlated photons (the light in the tunnel) emit a radio frequency that activates other brain cells or perhaps the lattice columns are emitting the frequency that squeezes the tornado.

The spatiality of the subconscious is growing and growing and the problem is that starting hundreds of thousands of years ago as language was added; the new phase spaces have grown out of the line of sight of the anti-correlated phase spaces. I shall explain why that is a problem shortly but suffice it to say that this is the veil that covers our intelligence or true loving ability.

We need to reverse the trend mentioned above and that is what both science and religion are attempting to do. Religion isn’t getting it done, so science needs to step up and explain religion, is the way I see it. Science isn’t getting that done none to quick, but the Intifada has raised up this Frowning Buddha and I cannot deny my existence or calling. If I am a great teacher, time will tell.

Here is my explanation of religion and how religion is found in the science of the tornado in the lattice. The lattice flow represents to me the physical world. A photon enters my eye and excites an electron and the electron emits a magnetic moment or boson or phonon or whatever these are, that carries the informational eigenstate along in the stream in either the top or the bottom of the lattice flow as described. It may be that the imprinting is done on the columns as the blank phonons reverse directions but I don’t know.

That information could get stored as memory in the tornado, as a particle occupying a phase space in the subconscious. Now suppose I see a bus about to run me down. All that information is going to create a surge in the lattice and the surge in the lattice will squeeze or amplify the phase states of the tornados.
I imagine that most every particle in the tornado will experience an increase in amplitude so that all my senses come alive so to speak. In fact, the surge could cause the bosons in the tornados to emit photons which are then entangled with the particles or bosons in the tornados that emitted them. It really doesn’t require a bus though, these emissions happen all the time. As the wavefronts of the emitted photons merge, I become aware of the escape path and jump.

When I meditate, I can tune in to these photon emissions and watch them being emitted and captured by the tornado. Usually for me, they occur at four second intervals so that as one group of emitted photons are converging their wave fronts another bunch is being emitted by the tornado. I have seen faster and slower though. These photon emissions may relate to a 4htz wave. I watch the converging photon wave fronts, form fractals or images with meaning, before they dissipate or are reabsorbed. These 3-D fractals form inside the top or throat of the tornados but to the ordinary viewer, as in a dream, they appear to be out in front of oneself.

Chakra pinwheels are converging photon wave-fronts as emitted by the mind that observes them. Other photon emissions may form fractals or an image and are then reabsorbed at the same phase level as was emitted up at the top of the tornado. These fractals that form may instruct cells to produce neurotransmitters.

For example: A thought is amplified from the eigenstate of the particle into photon emission. Because the tornado is round, all the similar phase states from that phase level emit photons at the same time. If this is a mentally visible phenomenon to the mind, either from the physical world or a self correlated emission, these emissions, these wave fronts, converge into the throat of the tornado and form the image. What is happening is that my intention creates the conditions for a surge through the neuron which flows across the lattice which amplifies the memory boson phase space or squeezes the tornados which emit the entangled photons which then know how to form the image I intend to see due to their entanglement with the phase space that emitted them when my intention excited them.

I had one of those electric brain wave examines and they found a seven htz wave in the back of my head when my eyes were closed that dissipated away when I opened my eyes. This 7 htz wave corresponded to my sight of those photons in some manner. The entrapped and entangled photons which form the anti-correlated light in the tunnel, act I believe, as a holographic reference beam inside the tornado. Truth is segregated inside the tornado. But it can be reflected everywhere depending on our orientation or the orientation of the phase spaces of our mind. The holographic reference beam is the source of our knowledge because knowledge must be shared. The only way one learns is from another. If it is a self correlated emission, it has, I guess, a fifty fifty chance of being true.

The result of this difference between self-correlated emissions and reflected truth, is that the upper portions of the phase spaces nearest to the physical are not phases of enlightenment, so to speak. Here the mind is full of false information and emits and then absorbs self correlated photons in what is often considered, daydreaming.

As the phase space that holds the subconscious grows larger and larger in the lattice, the top half becomes the dominant emitter of thoughts. It becomes the dominant emitter of thoughts because the tornado is fatter at the top and it is easier for the lattice to squeeze that part. If you squeeze the bottom, the tail just moves around in a Brownian motion. So you have to kick up the 40htz brain waves to sixty htz to squeeze or amplify the lower or smaller phase spaces into emission. As the mind
or subconscious phase space becomes increasingly fuller and fuller of false ideas, the mind risks a future not unlike lemmings, if not for the evolution of the consciousness as over-seer.

The consciousness as I see it has the evolutionary advantage of orienting the phase space of the subconscious. The conscious can choose to go with the self-correlated emission or can look for the anti-correlated information being reflected up from the smaller phase spaces. The way I see it, the forebrain developed as a phase selector because while the forebrain consciousness has to deal with and occupy the real world in the brain, the subconscious is a zero resistance phenomena and therefore lives in a fantasy realm of imagination, a highly unreliable predictor of future probabilities given all probabilities are equal to the subconscious because of its zero resistance location in the Quantum Hall.

One of the Youtube video’s shows how the light reflects off of the particles as the light goes up inside the tornado. As the light is reflected higher and higher inside the tunnel less and less of the anti-correlated spectrum is absorbed and therefore less and less of the spectrum is reflected. Therefore less and less knowledge and less and less ‘other loving intentions’, if your mind is in tune with self-correlated phase spaces in the tornado.

As to anti-correlated information, consider the woman who has an NDE. She reports, that the things I thought were important were not, and the little things that I did for others, were. Why did she experience this? Because the photons emitted when she helped others carried the cooperative eigienstate that allowed them to migrate to the light in the tunnel via the constructively reinforcing wormhole vortex down into the tornado of the subconscious to become the anti-correlated, to her so called sinful self-correlated ways. Self-correlated emissions never get to the bottom and never become part of the heavenly light. Instead they are absorbed near or on the level that emitted them.

The particles at the bottom of the subconscious phase space, the highest heavens if you will, are in a state similar to black body radiation with the light emitted from the anti-correlated photons. These bosons or phonons orbiting around the tail of the tornado emit all they absorb. My understanding is that this portion of the phase space spectrum vibrates instructions to the heart and circulatory system. The particles orbiting next highest from the bottom, at a sixty degree offset to the particles in the tail, out of direct absorption of the anti correlated light, receive only a reflection of the holographic reference beam and emit vibrations that give instructions or sustenance for the function of the lungs and respiratory system. So the heart evolved first and then the lungs and then so on and so forth as more and more ability is added to the subconscious phase space as modeled by the tornado in the lattice.

The brain is interfacing with all that phase space and I would be most interested in knowing how. I speculate that 40htz brain waves of consciousness is what is squeezing and amplifying the subconscious bosons into emission and subsequent thought awareness, or at least holding the mind at one phase level or another. It may be that the particles emit the 40htz wave as they traverse the columns. If one considers that one may see Jesus at 60htz, I guesstimate that the shorter wavelength corresponds to squeezing smaller phase spaces. If these tornados were located in the back of the eyes it may be that information is combined and sorted before going to the rest of the brain or consciousness for consideration.

I further speculate that these entrapped tornados may be formed from magnetic moments produced by electrons associated with DNA. When you look at the average neuron, any physical surge passes by the nucleus so that if the tornados were associated with the DNA lattice inside the nucleus then
any surge in the neuron from any direction would have the potential to amplify the subconscious phase state that had a similar eigenstate and the emission becomes the thought. But the lattice and the tornado would have to be passed on in either egg or sperm and that is why the DNA lattice is suspect.

Consider the free will experiments. The researchers report a surge in the neurons before the participant decides which button to push. The surge comes from the intent to push a button. It squeezes or amplifies the choice of ‘left or right button to push’ out of the tornado, the consciousness becomes aware of the emission and either absorbs it for yes or looks for another emission from the future. In order to demonstrate free will, some volunteer would have had to refuse to push any button.

DNA has been around a long time. It’s well protected in the nucleus. The subconscious has been around a long time too. Running the cell with the vibrations from the tornado, imho. Who else can do the job but continuous undissipated boson or phonon memory phase states?

What troubles people that they don’t realize, is that the subconscious is an accomplished speaker and thinker. The subconscious never let go just because the vocal cords learned to harmonize. We are the story of Adam and Eve and how poor ole Eve started listening to the voice of her self-correlated emissions. If you were writing the first book would you not want to start with a warning of your accumulated knowledge? Watch out for your sneaky snake thoughts.

Man was evolving, naming animals, speaking, the subconscious phase space was growing fatter and fatter and now far up in the tornado’s phase space ole Adam and Eve are not getting a good portion of the anti-correlated holographic reference beam with which they are entangled. All that accumulated knowledge of good and cooperation. No, Eve is entangling with her own emissions. Surely I won’t die, like die die, she is thinking. It is an attractive apple and I bet it would make a good pie and it is on sale and on and on and on until the present day.

Here we are, Adam and Eve, still searching for God and how to get back into the garden. Well I found the path. Reject the self-correlated and look for the truth which carries the only way forward. The way forward is one of reflecting the truth so that others will absorb the truth. The truth is we can only be here as long as we help one another. When we choose to reject our own false emissions we orient to a different source in the subconscious phase space. We become more intelligent and our intentions become more loving and the world survives.

Why is this important other than saving the world and human kind? Because once the tornado collapses when our brain dies, our minds slide down the energy landscape to the other side to take our part in the vibrations for the heart or lungs or other body parts of the next generation, we can’t get there unless our minds already aligns with that phase. Are there dead people in our heads? I think we have non local anti correlated entanglement with everyone who ever lived is the way that one works. If one explores the ramifications of this model we see that the more we love the stronger the holographic reference beam becomes. The more we abandon the phase spaces of hate and self correlated emissions the smaller the tornado, or the smaller the distances and space between us.

The more we consciously inhibit our bad thoughts, the less those neurons will fire. You can be buddha too.

Keep digging for the truth says the Goldminer.
Appendix: Vision

I had a vision of ruptured microtubule and years later learned that microtubules do rupture. This one had a rectangle box like a match box on the side right under the split and I intuited that the rectangle represented a local attractor. That is not my field but this has to do with how consciousness works and not how the subconscious works.

While on visions and attractors I have a piece of the puzzle for string theorists. I either saw a string or one was showed me but this is how it went. It was not attached to a brane. It was shaped like a banana with the pointed ends cut off. It came closer and closer till it was right in front of my eyes and I lost sight of the flat ends because they were just outside my vision field. I intuited how dense it was, extremely dense. Then much to my surprise a little match box moved up over the horizon of the string and began to traverse around the string.

What a thrill that was. I was not expecting anything to move. This little match box may have been the compacted dimensions but at the very least they represented a non-local attractor active on the surface of the string. I never listed string theorist as one of my jobs but I think that has to do with heterotic string theory. So the string has a non local attractor that moves around the string. It appeared to be under the skin of the string but that may have been a result of the extreme density.

It gets better. I’m intently watching this tiny little match box that was six times as long as it was high very slowly creep at an angle toward my right side and it went down under the bottom and it was then that I stopped being an observer and made a prediction. I predicted that the little match box would next appear at the top on the right side (logical progression) but instead after a while, it appeared on the left side top and traveled down the string on my left side.

It had to interact with my consciousness to do that. It blows my mind. Should be some kind of information there about what form mind could be in and still interact with a string? Another possibility I guess is that the match box represents how a string vibrates differently over time?

Here is a vision for those familiar with Fourier transforms. There was a single wave out on the surface of a still pond. The wave begat other waves, the other waves begat more waves, the surface became riled, then stormy then full ocean waves with white caps which accumulated in one gigantic wave which “got ahead of itself” in terms of a soliton. Then there was a Fourier transition as the waves became rolling hills and the rolling hills became foot hills and the foot hills became mountains and the mountains cumulated in a tallest peak and then what comes next is what I assumed to be a Fourier transformed squared because the mountains transformed into rectangles. It was like looking down on New York City if every building had the same length and width but not height. These rectangles all side by side undulated like the hills and mountains and the waves before them until reaching a highest skyscraper instead of the highest mountain peak.

I interpret that vision as follows. Fourier transforms and transforms squared are part of the process that raises a phase state from the subconscious to the overt attention of the consciousness. Another vision has to do with flying. I discover that I am not flying but that the globe spins beneath me. I dive beneath the fractals and find that the fractals originate from non solid or wriggly origins. What I see is stems like sea grass that are waving. As they wave they become increasingly rigid and form steps like the back of a dinosaur’s tail. Above those steps it leads to the fractal forest of broccoli.
Below the steps where the stems are waving like sea grass I see a silvery luminescent light emitting from the center. I make my way into the sea grass and I see a Mexican sombrero made of this light. It is similar to the light of the tunnel but not sapphire or blue. The Mexican sombrero is not like computer animations that one may see today. There is an extra feature because as the brim is stretched away from the crown it begins to tatter and shred and these tatters and shreds are undulating and these undulations are what is driving the sea weed to wave and form fractals. In addition, this light is in a vacuum because at times the light tatters on the sombrero would undulate with such force that they would leave the sombrero and dissipate into the vacuum. I interpret that to be a vision of cell communication.

Here is an explanation of Third Eye. Third eye is a critical juncture inside the tornado. When one approaches this portion, where the tail starts to form, one feels an incredible sense of awe that they are in the presence of something much greater than them. This is, every knee shall bow territory. What this thing is that is much greater than them, is the emanations from the light in the tunnel. These emanations which can only be good and cooperative since that is the only eigenstate that they carry, flow or shine, up the tunnel and carry the anti-correlated truth to the self-correlated mind spaces above them. The anti-correlated light has been accumulating since life began to help one another. It is the source of love as we know it. When one approaches this area one can go no further into the heavens unless the eigenstates will fit. Hell won’t fit into heaven and never will. Crude phase spaces will not fit into precise phase spaces.

I was worried at first that my visions may have something to do with eye pressure so I went into a nearby cave and meditated with eyes open. I had a vision of two pearl white luminescent streams of light emitting from each of my eyes and flowing together into one. I now intuit that this was a vision of the flows that flow from each eye back into my head to my vision center.
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